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Dear Parents,

March 26th, 2020

At SAT by MBA, we understand that during this unpredictable time, the continuation of
your student’s education is paramount. We would like to offer our services for online
tutoring to help you and your family navigate the changes that COVID-19 has made to the
education system. Our tutors are experienced in teaching online, and can conduct
structured tutoring sessions and group classes through multiple online platforms,
including Zoom and Google Hangouts, which are free to use and offer video chat, screen
share, document share, interactive annotations, and whiteboards.
Remote Learning
Many students may be struggling with their online distance learning assignments. We
realize that this change of format is frustrating for you, your students, and their teachers.
With the limited amount of support and extra help available through distance learning,
your students may need help with assignments or help understanding new material that
has been introduced in online school classes.
SAT/ACT
For current juniors, the remaining test dates are:
• SAT: August 29, September 26, October 3, November 7, December 5
• ACT: July 18, September 12, October 24, December 12
With the spring tests canceled, seats for summer/fall tests will fill up quickly. We urge
you to register your children for the June/August SAT or June/July ACT as soon as
possible.
If your student has begun preparing for the SAT/ACT but their test date was canceled, we
suggest continuing to prepare as the summer dates approach. A pause in preparation
often leads to a decrease in test scores.
If your student has not begun to prepare for the SAT/ACT yet, this would be an excellent
time to begin. Since schools and communities have canceled all extra-curricular
activities, students can begin preparing for the summer exams without the scheduling
conflicts that their extra-curricular activities usually bring.
AP Exams
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The College Board has announced that the AP exams will take place this May – online
from home. Students will be taking an online open-ended response exam in place of the
multiple choice and open-ended combined exam. This changes the way that students will
need to prepare with little time to make these adjustments. We are following the College
Board’s announcements very closely and can help your children prepare for this new
version of the AP exams.
We hope that you and your families are well, and we look forward to helping in any way
that we can.

